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WELCOME

FROM BARONESS NICHOLSON
OF WINTERBOURNE
I AM DELIGHTED TO WELCOME YOU TO
THE AMAR FOUNDATION’S 2013 - 2014
ANNUAL REPORT.
It has been another year of high achievement and
exciting new partnerships, and I am immensely
proud of our teams in Baghdad, Basra, Erbil, Beirut
and London whose skill and hard work have given
us so much progress to celebrate. I pay tribute to
their outstanding professionalism and unwavering
dedication in complex and often dangerous
situations.
The year began with something very special
indeed: a formal reception in the presence of our
Patron, His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales,
to mark AMAR’s 21st Anniversary. Held in The
Royal Gallery of the House of Lords, the event was
attended by more than 250 of our supporters. In
addition to His Royal Highness, we were honoured
to welcome Iraq’s Deputy Prime Minister and the
Director-General of UNESCO, with whom we
took the opportunity to sign a comprehensive new
Memorandum of Understanding.
Appropriately, AMAR’s work with UNESCO on
the ground took another step forward during the
year with a major new project to enrol thousands
of out-of-school Iraqi children into the mainstream
education system. By December, this sorely-needed
initiative had already given hope and education to
2,538 children. In total in Iraq, AMAR delivered
regular education and training to more than
25,000 children, students, widows, female heads
of households, prisoners and prison guards; while
in Lebanon, we successfully spread our new drugs
awareness workshops across 12 schools, reaching
460 children.

AMAR’s healthcare programmes also developed
strongly in 2013, with new health posts and mobile
clinics brought into operation, and the start of a new
partnership with the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP). Tuberculosis awareness and
maternal/child health care were particularly vital
priorities. In total, AMAR carried out 285,598
medical consultations and delivered more than
40,000 vaccinations, with our indefatigable Women
Health Volunteers making more than 278,400 home
visits. Professional training continued to form a core
part of all AMAR’s healthcare and education work.
AMAR is enormously grateful for the outstanding
support of Zain Iraq, our foremost corporate
sponsor, and for our continuing partnerships with
UNESCO, WHO, UNFPA and the World Bank. I
am delighted to note that our groundbreaking work
with Shell has continued to flourish, and that new
corporate social responsibility projects funded by
GardaWorld, Rumaila Operating Organisation and
Weir Group have also begun successfully.
Our fundraising also took a significant step forward
in 2013, with major events held for the first time in
Beirut and in Dubai, as well as our flagship Gala
Dinner at The Savoy in London.
In closing, I would like to express AMAR’s deep
gratitude to our many individual supporters across
the globe, without whose commitment to our cause
much of our work would not be possible. I hope that
this report redoubles your enthusiasm, and I look
forward to continuing our friendship in the year to
come.
Baroness Nicholson of Winterbourne
Chairman
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OVERVIEW
AMAR BUILDS AND IMPROVES THE LIVES AND LIVELIHOODS OF SOME OF THE WORLD’S POOREST AND
MOST DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE. FOR THE LAST 23
YEARS WE HAVE PROVIDED PROFESSIONAL HEALTH
AND EDUCATION SERVICES ON A SUSTAINED AND
LASTING BASIS, AND TODAY DELIVER HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF MEDICAL CONSULTATIONS EACH YEAR.
Many thousands more people benefit from AMAR’s education
programmes. AMAR supplements primary and secondary schools
with programmes in health education, political participation,
human rights, and the rule of law. AMAR also offers adult literacy
and vocational training courses in IT, English and business skills.
In 2013 we delivered regular education and training to more than
25,000 Iraqis, including children, students, widows, female heads
of households, and – uniquely – prisoners and prison guards.
AMAR clinics and education programmes form an anchor that
reassures and stabilises communities that have few other shared
institutions. AMAR’s facilities are located in areas that have
suffered greatly in recent conflicts. The assurance that comes from
dependable health care and good schools for children and adult
learners creates a calmer, more optimistic and less conflict-prone
community.
AMAR operates in rural and urban communities in the Middle
East. We focus on Iraq and Lebanon, but are looking to expand our
work across the region, beginning in Yemen.
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THE AMAR MODEL
AMAR has developed a model that employs local people and sources
goods locally with oversight from just 12 staff in our London-based
Head Office. This approach not only uses money more efficiently
but also builds local capacity and supports the local economy.
AMAR’s local staff are able to work with community leaders
to develop activities that are culturally sensitive and relevant
to community needs, which therefore also gain widespread
community acceptance. AMAR targets all those in need, but
focuses particularly on women and children within any community
served, as these population groups often have the greatest need.
AMAR ensures women are both beneficiaries and service deliverers
in their communities, contributing towards female empowerment
at a local level.
A healthy and educated population is better equipped to develop
economically and socially in the long term, in turn reducing
dependence on international development aid and assistance.

2013 KEY STATISTICS
285,598
23
6

Total health consultations
Primary Health Care Centres
Mobile Health Clinics

6,272

Adults attending human rights classes

1,400

Prisoners attending human rights classes

969

Total number of WHVs in Iraq

21,338
Students attended
Human Rights and
Rule of Law classes

512,763
People in catchment
areas of AMAR’s
health services

278,402
Home visits made
by Women Health
Volunteers (WHVs)

11,193
Training sessions
delivered to widows
and vulnerable women

40,108

VACCINATIONS GIVEN
TO CHILDREN IN 2013
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HEALTH
52,244

285,598

30

Vaccinations delivered

Health consultations

Fixed and mobile
health centres

AMAR’S WORK IN HEALTH CARE PROVISION HAS GROWN
SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THE PAST YEAR. WITH NEW
HEALTH POSTS AND MOBILE CLINICS IN OPERATION,
TOGETHER WITH REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES
FOR WOMEN, AMAR CONTINUES TO IMPROVE ITS
VITAL OPERATIONS FOR VULNERABLE PEOPLE IN THE
MIDDLE EAST.
During 2013, AMAR supported six mobile health clinics, one health
post and 23 primary health care centres in Iraq, including four
clinics which specialise in tuberculosis. The mobile clinics support
maternal and child health through vaccinations, food supplements
and health consultations for children, mothers, pregnant women
and all others in need. They also help improve water sanitation
through the distribution of chlorine tablets, and deliver health
education through lectures and educational materials.
During 2013 more than 285,598 medical consultations were carried
out by trained doctors, nurses and laboratory technicians. 40,108
vaccinations were given to children.

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH:
With funding from our partner, UNFPA, AMAR’s Women Health
Volunteers (WHVs) continue to provide reproductive healthcare
throughout Iraq. In 2013 the project ran in Basra, Maysan and
Thi-Qar provinces and 240 WHVs reached approximately 8,500
families and 30,000 individual beneficiaries.
The WHVs discuss family planning with women, as well as
supporting pregnant women and new mothers. They also work to
address the harmful effects of traditional social beliefs and practices
– for example restrictions on women seeking medical advice without
male relatives present; avoidance of discussions about puberty; or
use of kohl on new-born babies’ eyes.
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NOOR’S STORY
“My name is Noor, and I am a Woman Health Volunteer in Basra
province. My neighbour’s mother-in-law asked me for advice on
which kind of milk formula to give to her new grandson. I asked her
why, and she told me her daughter-in-law had a caesarean section and
she believed it was not good for her or the baby to have mother’s milk.
I told her that not only was there no problem with breastfeeding the
baby, but it was essential for both of them as breastfeeding would
also help decrease the mother’s pain from contractions. This type
of milk is rich in many nutrients which can protect the baby from
many serious illnesses.
My neighbour accepted this explanation and said she felt relieved.
She said she would follow my advice and that she’s happy to have
such a good and knowledgeable neighbour.”
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2,538
Out-of-school children
received education

183
Primary and secondary schools
received AMAR services
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EDUCATION

1,400
Prisoners received
education

AMAR TEAMS ARE WORKING ACROSS IRAQ TO PROVIDE EDUCATION IN KINDERGARTENS, PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLS, UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES,
OUR OWN TRAINING CENTRES AND PRISONS. SOME OF
OUR HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMMES ARE UNIQUE.
EDUCATE A CHILD INITIATIVE (EACI):
AMAR was selected as one of three UNESCO implementing
partners for the Educate a Child Initiative, which aims to enrol
8,500 out-of-school children into the mainstream education system
in Baghdad and Basra Governorates. By the end of the year, AMAR
had identified and set up classes in 50 schools, enrolled the first
2,538 children, and recruited and trained 20 master trainers and
178 teachers. AMAR also organised field visits for the children and
carried out four workshops and multiple community mobilisation
activities to win the understanding and support of families for their
children’s education.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE RULE OF LAW
(HRRL) PROJECT:
AMAR pioneered an award-winning education programme to teach
prisoners, their guards and other beneficiaries about human rights and
the rule of law. This unique scheme ran for three years until November
2013 and provided HRRL training for 1,882 prisoners, including
351 women and 569 juveniles, and 711 prison guards. 550 of those
prisoners also received literacy and numeracy training to provide them
with opportunities to improve their livelihoods on release.
The respected British human rights lawyer and Queen’s Counsel,
Baroness Kennedy, carried out an independent evaluation of the
programme and gave it the highest praise. The training is now a
part of daily life in a number of prisons across Iraq. In early 2014,
AMAR won the International Aid and Development category at the
prestigious UK Charity Awards for developing and implementing the
jail programme.
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In total, more than 28,600 people were direct beneficiaries of the
HRRL training. AMAR set up Women’s Human Rights Committees
which delivered 4,540 human rights sessions, involving elements
of psychosocial support and practical advice alongside theoretical
teaching. HRRL sessions carried out in schools reached a total of
10,473 pupils, while 4,562 students at university received training.
6,395 government employees were educated in human rights,
including workers for national departments and local directorates
of health, transport, municipalities and women’s affairs.

ROAD SAFETY PROGRAMME:
It is a fact that more people are killed or injured on Iraq’s roads
than die in terrorism incidents in the country. This is why AMAR’s
development of a road safety awareness programme for children is
vital. Working with road safety experts from Shell Iraq, the Basra
Directorates of Education and Traffic Police, AMAR has produced
an education programme for primary school pupils. In 2014, AMAR
will also provide training to primary school teachers and principals
from 70 schools. AMAR has developed learning resources for the
scheme, which include an illustrated storybook, a CD of songs for
children, and a calendar for parents to promote road safety.

LIFE STORY
“Sometimes I want to send a letter to my family and I need to resort
to other prisoners to help me write it. I would like to thank AMAR
because for the first time in my life I am able to read and write.”
- Prisoner
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HEALTH
EDUCATION
969

278,402

4,203

Women Health
Volunteers (WHVs)

Home visits made
by WHVs

Health education
sessions in schools

AMAR’S HEALTH EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS PROGRAMME
WAS IMPLEMENTED IN 100 PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS DURING 2013. MORE THAN 4,000 SESSIONS
WERE CONDUCTED IN SCHOOLS DURING THE YEAR,
DIRECTLY BENEFITING AN AVERAGE OF 4,100 PUPILS
EVERY MONTH.
The curriculum, designed by AMAR in close partnership with the
Ministries of Health and Education, provides regular teaching on
health issues that affect pupils, their families and local communities.
By building knowledge and raising awareness of available public
health services, the programme supports long-term improvements
to the health and well-being of the community.
Alongside health education in schools, AMAR continued to
support health education in the community. Over 550 sessions were
conducted during 2013 and more than 6,000 educational materials
were distributed within the visited communities. All Ministry of
Education teachers and health educators delivering sessions received
monthly training, enabling them to gain professional development
from their involvement in AMAR programmes.
Women Health Volunteers play a huge role in their communities
when it comes to increasing health education and training. Each
month in 2013, an average of 2,870 home visits were conducted by
WHVs, benefiting over 11,000 people.
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In Lebanon, AMAR delivered one-off workshops on drugs
awareness teaching children and their parents about the dangers
and long-term effects of drug addiction. Workshops took the form
of lectures followed by question-and-answer sessions and role-play
activities to encourage engagement.
In 2013, workshops were delivered across 12 schools, reaching 460
children. They taught ways to say no to drugs and gave information
on sources of treatment and support for addiction. The programme
was supported by Community Drugs Awareness lectures, targeting
parents, which discussed how to identify symptoms of addiction,
how best to talk to your child about drugs, and what to do if you
suspect they might be at risk.

NEDHEEMA’S STORY
Nedheema is a primary school pupil who attends AMAR’s Health
Education in Schools classes. She said “The teacher told us about
the importance of hand washing and I now wash my hands with
water and soap regularly. I also told my brother and sisters and
parents about this important habit.”
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TRAINING &
ASSISTANCE
1,852

1,142

80

Food parcels delivered

Widows trained

Syrian refugee families
assisted in Lebanon

SOME OF THE MIDDLE EAST’S MOST VULNERABLE
COMMUNITIES ARE THE FOCUS FOR AMAR’S OFTEN
UNIQUE TRAINING PROGRAMMES. THEY ARE AIMED
SPECIFICALLY AT EMPOWERING PEOPLE AND HELPING THEM TO IMPROVE THEIR LIVES AND THOSE OF
THEIR FAMILIES.
EMPOWERMENT OF WIDOWS IN IRAQ (EWI) PROJECT:
There are an estimated one million widows in Iraq, and in a country
with only 30 million people, this means a lot of women are struggling
to provide for their families with very little support. AMAR has
developed this project to empower widows and female heads of
household. By teaching key literacy and numeracy skills, as well
as providing vocational training in areas such as IT, hairdressing
and sewing, AMAR has helped vulnerable women to take control
of their lives.
For example, computer training sessions held in the Al Karkh
district encouraged women from the local area to learn about access
programmes, databases and emailing. The IT training has had a
great impact on the lives of these women. They are given skills with
which to support themselves, have new job opportunities, and are
connected to world events through the internet. The EWI also
provides information for women on their legal rights and how to
assert them through legal procedures.
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OTHER ASSISTANCE:
During Ramadan 2013, AMAR distributed 1,000 food parcels to
those in need and also delivered emergency supplies to 550 families
who were affected by heavy rain and flooding. AMAR’s 2013
Christmas Food Parcel Appeal raised enough money to provide
more than 410 parcels to families across Iraq.
AMAR continued to help a number of Syrian families who fled
to southern Lebanon. Many had been forced to live in abandoned
buildings. AMAR’s team provided food parcels, blankets and
winter clothing, and helped to enrol children in local schools,
providing informal education classes at weekends and promoting
integration with local Lebanese communities through children’s
summer camps.

EM SALWA’S STORY
Em Salwa, a Syrian single mother of two girls, lives in a one-room
house and shares the bathroom with her neighbours. She works for
a local landowner picking fruit and vegetables, earning just $1 an
hour. Considering the high living costs in Lebanon, Em Salwa barely
earns enough to put food on the table. AMAR gives her additional
support through the provision of food, clothes and blankets.
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INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS
UNESCO

UNFPA

AMAR deeply values its longstanding partnership
with UNESCO, whose technical expertise and
professional authority guide all AMAR education
projects. The two organisations signed a detailed
new Memorandum of Understanding in 2013,
pledging to extend cooperation and to develop
joint projects in priority areas including literacy
and life skills, education for girls and women, peace
education and capacity-building of communities
and institutions. The agreement further strengthened the warm relationship between AMAR
and UNESCO, developed over more than two
decades of collaboration. On the ground, a new
project began work to integrate thousands of
out-of-school children into the education system,
following the successful conclusion of the literacy
and life skills teaching for young adults which had
started during the previous year.

2013 was the eighth year of AMAR’s partnership
with UNFPA. It proved to be another important and
constructive year in which the two organisations
continued to improve the reproductive health of
women in remote and underserved communities in
southern Iraq. The work on the ground involved a
large-scale Women Health Volunteer programme,
and comprehensive training for primary health care
professionals and traditional birth attendants.

THE WORLD BANK
AMAR and the World Bank enjoyed a close
working relationship during the year, principally
through collaboration on a major public health
care project in Iraq to improve quality and
access to health care for rural communities. The
project operated through increasing the capacity
of primary health care centres, running mobile
health clinics, delivering regular professional
training for medical staff, and implementing a
Woman Health Volunteer programme together
with health education sessions in schools and
within the community. AMAR’s work has
continued to benefit in multiple ways from this
important partnership, including through training
in financial management provided by the World
Bank’s technical agency on the ground. Another
reason for the success of the partnership is that
both organisations are equally committed to the
imperative of working in close coordination with
the Iraqi government to support the rebuilding of
institutional capacity within the country.

WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION
AMAR continued to follow WHO guidance and
best practice throughout all its healthcare work in
2013, building upon the Letter of Understanding
signed in 2008. WHO continued its technical
and advisory involvement in AMAR’s work on
the ground in Iraq to help combat the threat from
drug-resistant TB, although direct management of
this project passed from WHO to UNDP. AMAR
deeply values WHO’s support, advice and oversight,
from which it has benefited consistently since 1991.

UNDP
AMAR was delighted to begin a new partnership
in 2013 with the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), which took over direct
management of the anti-TB work previously
administered by WHO. The project went from
strength to strength during the year, and proved
an important opportunity to build a warm and
productive relationship. As is the case with all its
UN partners, AMAR appreciates UNDP’s expertise
as much as UNDP values AMAR’s professional
strength and dedication on the ground.
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CORPORATE PARTNERS

ZAIN IRAQ

SHELL IRAQ

The telecommunications giant is AMAR’s
leading corporate sponsor, and the charity’s work
throughout Iraq is hugely strengthened by Zain’s
generous support. In addition to helping sustain
AMAR’s existing projects, the company is giving
it the capacity to initiate and develop new schemes
across the whole country. Zain supports AMAR’s
public health programmes, which provide many tens
of thousands of patient consultations each month at
the charity’s fully equipped and professionally run
health care facilities.

Shell Iraq has been supporting AMAR’s work since
2010 providing health, education and training for
communities around the Majnoon oilfield. Shell
funds three mobile health clinics and 24 Women
Health Volunteers, and additionally supports outreach vaccination programmes. AMAR’s health
programmes reach over 5,000 people every
month, many of whom live in remote and isolated
communities.

Zain’s funding sustains education programmes
providing adult literacy classes for thousands of
previously illiterate men and women. It also supports
AMAR’s Health Education in Schools programme
which reaches almost 2,400 children every month.
Providing basic information and advice, the
programme is tailored to help children keep healthy
and avoid preventable illnesses. In supporting this
work, Zain is helping to address the long-standing
need for basic healthcare and education after several
decades of neglect and deterioration.
Zain Iraq has produced a documentary film about
its work with AMAR, giving a wonderful insight
into the role of the charity in Iraq and into the
essential work which aims to bring health and
education to all.

Shell also supports long-term improvements in health
and health service delivery through health education
in 32 schools and in the community, and through
professional development training for Ministry of
Health staff.
In 2013 AMAR and Shell delivered a four-day
training course on occupational health for Iraqi
doctors involving trainers from the College of
Medicine and Health Sciences at Dubai’s Al-Ain
University.
AMAR also began supporting Shell’s global initiative
to improve road safety through the development of
a comprehensive Road Safety Education Programme
for primary school pupils in grades 1 & 2. The
programme teaches key road safety messages to
children through interactive teaching methods,
songs and games.
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RUMAILA OPERATING
ORGANIZATION
AMAR formed a new partnership with the Rumaila
Operating Organization (Rumaila) during 2013
to support a Health Post and 20 Women Health
Volunteers in the community of Al-Khora, in Basra
province. Rumaila also funded the distribution of
food parcels to families during Ramadan 2013 and
the distribution of food parcels, blankets, mattresses
and heaters to vulnerable families affected by heavy
rain and flooding.

GARDAWORLD
GardaWorld began supporting AMAR health
programmes in early 2013. GardaWorld funds a
Health Post and 20 Women Health Volunteers in
Basra province and 10 Women Health Volunteers
in Baghdad. This provides healthcare and health
education to over 7,000 people every month.
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CORPORATE PARTNERS
WEIR

In 2013, Weir Group Plc committed to support
AMAR’s work for three years. The first undertaking
of this partnership involved the refurbishment of
sanitation facilities in seven schools across Basra
province. Poor sanitation facilities can prevent
female pupils attending school which means this
project has not only benefited the 6,000 current
students but also future generations of pupils. The
next stage of this partnership is supporting two
centres providing training and support to widows
and female heads of households.

CONTROL
RISKS
AMAR is Control Risks’ nominated regional charity
and the company and its employees undertake a
variety of fundraising activities, including raffles
and quizzes, to support AMAR’s work in Iraq.
Last Ramadan, Control Risks’ employees in Dubai
raised enough money to provide 75 food parcels to
families in need.

DGS
MARINE GROUP

SIM

In 2013, DGS Marine Group made a substantial
contribution to AMAR’s Widows Project. This
project aims to empower vulnerable women
through education and skills training, which
offer opportunities for these women to support
themselves and their children.

SIM provides substantial support to AMAR
through annual donations towards its Annual
Gala Dinner at The Savoy in London. AMAR’s
work is greatly strengthened by the funds raised at
this important event, which would not be possible
without the support of sponsors such as SIM.

CENTRAL PARK HOTEL

SKA

Central Park Hotel provides invaluable support in
kind to AMAR by offering free accommodation for
visiting colleagues.

SKA supports AMAR by transporting medical
journals donated by UK health professionals to Iraq
at no cost.
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6 FEBRUARY, HOUSE OF LORDS, LONDON

7 JULY, CAPITAL CLUB, DUBAI

21ST ANNIVERSARY

RAMADAN FUNDRAISER

19 SEPTEMBER,
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, BEIRUT

MUSICAL CONCERT

22 MARCH, LE GRAY, BEIRUT

INAUGURAL FUNDRAISING LUNCH

1 NOVEMBER, ARMANI HOTEL, DUBAI

MAJNOON CELEBRATION EVENT

10 MAY, THE SAVOY, LONDON

ANNUAL GALA DINNER

23 NOVEMBER,
JUMEIRAH CARLTON TOWER, LONDON

FASHION SHOW AND LUNCH

UB HOLDING
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CORPORATE SPONSORS

512,763

PEOPLE IN CATCHMENT
AREAS OF AMAR’S
MOBILE HEALTH CLINICS
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200,000

13,560
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FUNDRAISING

16,000

£

£

£

Raised from
21st Anniversary Dinner

Raised from
Ramadan Appeal

Raised from Fashion
Show and Lunch

2013 WAS A HUGELY SUCCESSFUL YEAR FOR AMAR’S
FUNDRAISING DEPARTMENT. SEVEN EVENTS WERE
HELD DURING THE YEAR, ALONG WITH TWO SUCCESSFUL FOOD PARCEL APPEALS OVER RAMADAN AND
CHRISTMAS.

21ST ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
6 FEBRUARY, HOUSE OF LORDS, LONDON

In February, AMAR’s Patron, His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales, attended the twenty-first anniversary celebration at The
Royal Gallery in The House of Lords. Over 250 guests attended,
including Iraq’s Deputy Prime Minister, Dr Rowsch Shaways,
UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova, and a number of
AMAR’s key Iraqi staff. During the reception, His Royal Highness
said he was “enormously proud” to be AMAR’s Patron. He added:
“This organisation has made such a huge difference to people’s
lives.” A separate anniversary celebration dinner subsequently raised
£200,000 for AMAR’s work.

INAUGURAL FUNDRAISING LUNCH
22 MARCH, LE GRAY, BEIRUT

In March, AMAR held its first major fundraising event in Beirut
to support its work in Lebanon, which not only raised $9,000
but also generated media coverage by the Lebanese Broadcasting
Corporation. Special guests included His Excellency Tom Fletcher,
the British Ambassador to Lebanon, Mr Maxime Chaya, the first
Lebanese to climb Everest, and renowned Lebanese journalist
May Chidiac. The money will support AMAR’s Drugs Awareness
Campaign, which aims to increase understanding of the dangers
posed by drugs and alcohol, and raise awareness of the support and
treatment available.
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10 MAY, THE SAVOY, LONDON

AMAR welcomed over 270 guests to its ‘Bollywood Nights’ Gala
Dinner at The Savoy Hotel in May where they enjoyed high-energy
performances by Bolly-Flex, semi-finalists of Sky 1’s Got to Dance.
Guest speaker and broadcast journalist, Zeinab Badawi, spoke of
the importance of AMAR’s work in the context of women’s rights
and education across the Muslim world. It was a special occasion as
it was the last event for four members of the London Fundraising
Committee who stepped down after a decade of supporting AMAR’s
work. In that time, they raised significant sums of money and the
AMAR team will always be grateful for their efforts.

RAMADAN FUNDRAISER
7 JULY, CAPITAL CLUB, DUBAI

AMAR held its first fundraising event in Dubai at the Capital Club
in July to raise additional funds for its 2013 Ramadan Food Parcel
Appeal. Over $12,500 was raised on the night and provided 250
food parcels for families in need.

CONCERT IN BEIRUT

19 SEPTEMBER, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, BEIRUT

In partnership with IDRAAC and the American University of Beirut,
AMAR held a ‘Musical Evening from the Golden Age of Arabic and
French Song’ in Beirut in September. Almost 700 guests enjoyed a
musical soirée where musicians performed a number of well-known
and much-loved songs in both Arabic and French. The evening raised
almost $24,000 to support the work of AMAR and IDRAAC.

MAJNOON EVENT NOVEMBER
1 NOVEMBER, ARMANI HOTEL, DUBAI

Shell invited AMAR to attend their ‘Majnoon Start-Up Celebration’
in Dubai on 1st November to raise money to carry out a breast cancer
awareness campaign in and around the Majnoon oil field. £5,000
was raised thanks to the generosity of the Majnoon employees on
the night.

FASHION SHOW AND LUNCH

23 NOVEMBER, JUMEIRAH CARLTON TOWER, LONDON

AMAR’s Winter Lunch, Fashion Show & Fair at the Jumeirah
Carlton Tower Hotel raised just over £16,000 to support AMAR’s
Widows Project, which is providing education, skills and qualifications to widows and other vulnerable women across Iraq. After
a pre-Christmas shopping spree, guests enjoyed a buffet lunch and
watched a spectacular fashion show by NISAA Boutique which
showcased a dazzling array of evening dresses.
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ANNUAL GALA DINNER
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FINANCE
0.03p

0.87p

£ ,

2 717, 506

Per pound on fundraising

Per pound on projects

Total expenditure

AMAR IS DETERMINED EVERY YEAR TO ENSURE AS
MUCH OF OUR FUNDING AS POSSIBLE IS SPENT WHERE
IT IS NEEDED MOST - ON THE MANY HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS WHO DEPEND ON US FOR MEDICAL CARE,
EDUCATION, AND TRAINING.
That is why only 12 people are employed in London. The vast
majority of our staff and volunteers overseas are local people, who
have been trained locally, and live in the communities they serve.
In 2013, AMAR was responsible for more than 285,000 health
consultations through 23 Primary Health Care Centres and six
Mobile Health Clinics. Tens of thousands of students attended
training classes, more than 11,000 widows and vulnerable women
received training sessions, and 6,000 adults attended lectures in
Human Rights and the Rule of Law.
Despite the difficult economic climate, AMAR’s prudent approach
and efficient use of resources continued to appeal to those looking
to donate funds to an organisation with both the capacity and good
sense to spend money as effectively as possible. AMAR’s leading
corporate sponsor, Zain, was again a major source of income.
Thanks are due also for the magnificent support of Shell Iraq. Our
institutional partners were the World Bank, the World Health
Organisation, UNFPA, UNESCO, and UNDP.
Our Iraq operations are independently audited to the level required
by International Auditing Standards prior to incorporation into
the UK accounts which are also audited to the same standard.
Given the difficult operating conditions in Iraq, it is pleasing to
report that we are receiving unqualified audit opinions across the
organisation.
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EXPENDITURE
Our total expenditure was
£2,717,506. Out of this, 87p in
every pound was spent on our
projects. Administration costs
were just 10% and fundraising
took just 3p in every pound.

3%

10 %

11%
50 %

EDUCATION

26 %

HEALTHCARE
OTHER ASSISTANCE
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INCOME
While institutional funding
remains the largest source of
income, 2013 has seen a further
expansion of AMAR’s successful
Corporate Social Responsibilityfunded activities.
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WHAT ’S
NEW IN 2014

AMAR ACHIEVED A HUGE AMOUNT IN 2013, AND WE
EXPECT TO DO THE SAME IN 2014. THIS IS WHAT HAS
HAPPENED SO FAR.
AMAR WINS TOP AWARD: In June 2014, AMAR won the International Aid and Development category at the prestigious UK Charity
Awards for developing and implementing a unique programme
based in Iraqi jails. We taught prisoners and prison guards about
human rights and the rule of law. It ran for three years, from
September 2010 to November 2013. It delivered 32,468 training
sessions teaching 1,882 prisoners and 711 guards human rights as
well as literacy and numeracy.
HIGH LEVEL CONFERENCE: In March, AMAR held a conference
on ‘Health in Iraq’ at Oxford University which was attended by
world experts in the field and key members of AMAR’s field staff.
This was an opportunity to explore the effectiveness of AMAR’s
health programmes and inform others about AMAR’s groundbreaking work.
NEW PARTNERSHIPS WITH INSTITUTIONAL, CORPORATE &
PRIVATE DONORS: AMAR is very excited about a number of

new partnerships for 2014, including the British Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. AMAR will also be expanding work with
our existing corporate partners such as Shell, Rumaila and Weir
Group, starting work in new fields and new geographic areas.
EXPANDING FUNDRAISING OVERSEAS: AMAR is continuing

to diversify fundraising efforts, with events in new areas, including
those where we work. AMAR launched a new Drugs Awareness
Campaign at a fundraising event in Lebanon, and we held our first
event in Erbil.
CONTINUING TO SERVE COMMUNITIES & FAMILIES IN NEED:

AMAR is continuing to serve conflict-affected communities and
families, seeking new ways to meet their changing needs and
maintaining the high quality of our services.
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ZEYNAB’S STORY
It’s been eleven years since Zeynab Hamid Ali heard fighter jets
flying above her grandfather’s home in Southern Iraq. Eleven years
since one of those jets released a bomb which destroyed the house,
killing her mother, two brothers, and 14 other members of her
extended family. That day was also the moment that doctors had
to amputate the then 8-year-old Zeynab’s horribly damaged right
leg, treat her badly burned left leg and remove the shrapnel that had
torn into her back.
After such a terrifying and life-changing ordeal, it would be
understandable if Zeynab, now 19, was bitter and angry at the
cruel hand life has dealt her. So when she comes into the AMAR
office in Basra it’s something of a surprise to find she’s a bright and
bubbly young woman, with a wide smile and dressed fashionably in
a vibrant yellow hijab, and an abaya studded with sparkling sequins.
The only hint that she still suffers from her appalling injuries is the
crutches she uses to get around. Zeynab remained critically ill for
many months after the bombing, and was eventually taken to the
UK for specialist treatment.
Since then, only AMAR has continued to keep a professional eye
on Zeynab’s progress. She still receives a monthly allowance from
the charity to help with her education and regularly visits doctors
and staff at the Basra office. She travels everywhere with her father,
Hamid, and not surprisingly, they have a very special bond. They
are both full of praise for the help AMAR has given over the years.
“Thank you for all that you have done for my daughter. It is only
through your support and the will of god that we are here today,”
said Hamid.
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